Complication analysis in nitinol stent-assisted embolization of 486 intracranial aneurysms.
Stent-assisted embolization (SAE) has broadened the scope of endovascular cerebral aneurysm treatment. The risks associated with stent selection and configuration are poorly defined. In this study, the authors aimed to characterize the risk factors that contribute to complications in SAE of intracranial aneurysms. Over a 10-year period, a single surgeon treated 486 aneurysms with SAE in which open-cell Neuroform or closed-cell Enterprise stents were used. Single stents were used in 386 cases, overlapping stents were deployed in 80 cases, and Y-configuration stents were used in the remaining 20 cases. All neurological complications, which included transient deficits, were analyzed; disabling strokes and death were considered major complications. The chi-square test and multivariate logistic regression were used to evaluate the influence of aneurysm size and morphology, aneurysm location, stent selection, and stent configuration on complication rates. There were 7 deaths (1.4%), 9 major strokes (1.9%), and 18 minor neurological complications (3.7%). For all complications, multivariate analysis revealed that large aneurysm size (10-25 mm; p = 0.01), giant aneurysm size (> 25 mm; p = 0.04), fusiform aneurysm morphology (p = 0.03), and using a Y-configuration stent (p = 0.048) were independent risk factors. For the major complications, independent risk factors included an aneurysm in the posterior circulation (p = 0.02), using an overlapping stent configuration (p = 0.03), and using a Y-configuration stent (p < 0.01). In this series, SAE for cerebral aneurysm treatment carried an acceptable complication rate. With continued innovations in techniques and devices and with increased experience, the complication rates associated with SAE may be even lower in the future.